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Test 2 – Demand, Supply and its Applications !!!
PART A – Multiple Choice (KU)     15 MARKS  (1 mark per question) 
Clearly select and circle the BEST answer for the following multiple-choice questions. !
1. Generally, a price above equilibrium will result in a !

a. rightward shift in the demand curve. 
b. leftward shift in the supply curve. 
c. temporary shortage. 
d. temporary surplus. !

2. What is the most precise definition of advertising elasticity? !
a. a measure of the responsiveness of demand to advertising expenditures. 
b. a measure of the responsiveness of supply to advertising expenditures. 
c. the more we consume of a product, the less extra satisfaction. 
d. a measure of the ability and willingness of the demand side of a market. !

3. If demand for a product is highly elastic, the likely decision by a firm regarding the incidence of tax 
would be !

a. to pass a large portion of the tax onto consumers. 
b. to increase supply. 
c. one where the firm bears the majority of the tax. 
d. a increase in advertising expenditures.  !!!

PART B – Sketching and Short Answer Questions (10 T)(3 APP)     13 MARKS 
Answer the following questions in the space provided. !
1. !
2. !
3. !
4.  Sketch ONE graph for each scenario to clearly show the impact on the demand OR supply curve.  Each 
of the following events affects demand or supply of the product in bold and italics.  DO NOT USE ANY 
WORDS TO EXPLAIN, JUST SKETCH and simply indicate the MOA (market of analysis) and the NPF 
(non-price factor) for each scenario (2 marks each T). !!



PART C – Written Answer (APP)     12 MARKS 
Given your understanding of free market demand and supply theory, government intervention and its 
impact on markets, answer the following question using detailed explanation and sketches. !
Scenario !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Task 
The Government of ____________________________________________________________. Using your understanding of the 
different types of government intervention (price ceilings, price floors, excise taxes, subsidies and quotas), suggest one primary 
intervention (either price floor OR price ceiling) suitable to this situation. !!
Mark Breakdown 
In short, set out the theory of a price ceiling OR a price floor by explaining –   ♣ “it” being either a ceiling OR floor !

1. what it is (1mark), 
2. how it occurs (1 mark), 
3. how it  impacts demand and supply in the market (1 mark), 
4. any secondary intervention necessary to correct the effect of the initial intervention (2 marks),   
5. potential problems/criticisms or even further government intervention of such a policy (3 marks), 
6. and sketches to illustrate your explanation (2 marks).   
   
7. in answering the 6 points above, make sure you apply the theory of primary and secondary intervention to the 

specific details of this scenario by explaining how it would achieve the desired _________________ (2 marks). !
Answer PART C on the back of this page.
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